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At the close of our first year as the Swiss–American Stamp Society, I am happy to
welcome our one hundredth member, Leon Tandlich, Ardsley, I . Y . We have come a long way
in less than a year and I trust that next year will be even better.

It was a real pleasure to meet with many of you at the ASDA Show in New York, last
month. For those of you who couldn't make the show I am sending you the FDC offered at
the show, through the courtesy of the PTT in Switzerland, and the Amateur Collector, of
England.

In t: early part of January a new membership roster will be sent out to you, so if
any of you have any changes you'd like to make in your interests or wants, send them along.

There is some movement to organize chapters of SASS in New York, New England, and on
the est Coast . Jan Donker of Burlington,

	

held a meeting on December 11th, to see if
the members in his area are interested in forming a local croup . Some of me met in U . Y.
but the main problem is finding a suitab le meeting place . The only one available, so far,
is at the Collectors : Club, and in order to meet there, at least 10 of our members have to
belong to the Collectors Club . Any one interested? ,e have 8 or 9 members, now, who do.

We are honored to have Max Hertsch, of Zumstein, as one of our members, and he is
interested in contacting specialists who are interested to endeavor to make theZumstein
Specialized Switzerland/Liechtenstein as com plete as possible . Can any one help out??????

We would also like to welcome, Edwin Chalfant, of Riviera Stamps, Santa Barbara, Calif.
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I beg the indulgence of these members who ordered a copy of the Amateur Collector
Switzerland Catalog. None were available at the ASDA Show as the shipment did not arrive.
As soon as they are received they will be sent on to you. A few more copies were ordered,
so, if any of you need one, they are available.

I want to than those members who have already renewed their 1971 membership, This
will enable us to keep simpler records.

I have asked suggestions about officers for the society, and so far, a few of you

have volunteered to serve. If this be the case, we will take these and set up a slate for
1971 . Any other thoughts on this would be greatly appreciated ; AND HELPFUL.

By the next issue I hope to have the plan worked out for the Sales Circuit to be
presented to the membership. At this time I would like to hear from any of you who will
definitely be interested in taking part.

STAMP NEWS OF INTEREST

LIECHTENSTEIN: On December 3rd the following new issues were available ; Definitive, 3fr .,
Prince Franz Josef 11, designer A . Pilch, engraver, A. Nefe . A 30r Christmas stamp also
issued, picturing a tree–like sculpture by Rudolf Schadler, entitled
"Mother and Child" . Photography was by Walter Wachter, and printing
by photogravure . Three stamps in the series showing "Escutcheons of
Ecclesiastical Patrons" were also issued ; 20r Abbey of St . Johann
Valley of the Thur ; 30r Ladies Priory at Schanis ; and 75r, Abbey

of St . Gallen . The circular coats of arms picture a sheep, a crown
and a bear, respectively . Louis Jager was the designer.

LIECHTENSTEIN : Many stamp collectors have been delighted by these attractive and
well designed stamps which have presented demand for stamps for postal cards and letters by

tourists and proved to be heavy . It is said that about 15,000 tourists visit Vaduz, daily
during the rush season, while the total population of that city is only 8000 . The earlier
issues with low mintage should be worthwhile buying . In 1947 the 5fr Coat–of–Arms,Scott
222 had a total mintage of a bit less than 60,000 . This is a country where collectors look
for complete p anes . This stamp was prepared in panes of 8 stamps . It can be bought in the
U . S . A . for around $4 .50, retailers in Europe are asking 66 .00.

SWITZERLAND: As so often happens with definitive issues, the Landscape series, Scott 328-
339, has become nn item that is difficult to find . The 3 centime value was in the quantity
of 1,500,000, but when the rates changed there was no further use for this value, and it
went off sale very quickly . This stamp now sells for over 61 .00, although its face value
is about 1c: Scott lists the thole sot, mint, at $10.00. There have been seen many offers

to buy in European magazines at 64 .50, a dollar more than it was several months ago . This
is a certain sign that the set is in demand, and that stocks are mighty low.

SWITZERLAND: Scott 502–506, Portraits, 1969, 7,990,000 sets were sold; Publicity, 1969,
Road Safety, Alps, ILO, Scott 507-509, 10,160,006 sets ; Europa, Scott 500-501, 9, 980, 000;

Pro Juventute, Scott B386–389, 6, 287, 000 sets.

SPECIAL NOTE: ALL 1970 SWISS ISSUES ARE AVAILABLE IN ANY OF THE SETS ISSUED OR AS A
COMPLETE ISSUE	 FOR THE YEAR, IN A BOOKLET . WRITE FOR INFO .
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PART III

THE CURRENT CIRCULAR DATE STRIKES WITH DIRECTION NUMBER
In 1965 the Swiss PTT decided to copy Germany's well tried system of assigning to

every post office in the country a postal direction number, the inclusion of which
would accelerate dispatch, and eventually permit the use of electronic sorting equipment
capable of reading numbers and reducing sorting time, etc . The plan adopted followed
the plan underlying all such number codes: the country was divided into nine principal
regions (the first digit shows that), sub-regions (second digit), districts (third digit)
and individual offices within the district (last digit) . However, all Swiss direction
numbers (German: Leitzahl. French : Numero d'acheminement) were to be of uniform, four-
number length, with zeros for the larger offices such as 5000, 1200, or 9490, instead
of the German model of 5, 12, or 949, for the same type of postal centers of greater
importance.

Having eleven postal districts ever since 1850 ( the Roman numerals in the older type
Swiss circular date strikes were indicative of that), the question arose how to retain
the districts, but to assign numbers for nine regions only. The eventual solution is
simple, including its being featured on the cancellations ; but initially there were
complications, the net effect of them being that about 900 brand new town cancels had
to be recut after the briefest period of use, to conform to the total system now in use.

Germany had featured her offices' direction numbers in large figures below the date
bridge, but asked the postal patron to put the number in front of the town name ( the US
Zip Code system asks for the number after the town name), and the Swiss were initially
unsure what procedure to follow . Hence, late in 1963 and early 1964, a series of propa-
ganda cancels (pictorial town cancels) appeared that featured the number below the town
name, but above the date bridge . The first of these was given to Butschwil (SG) on the
28th of November, 1963, and a small dozen of other town propaganda cancels exist of
similar design . So does the ads . of the Philatelic Agency in Berne, whose number 3000
appeared below the office name . No regular town cds ., however, were produced in this way,
and when the first of about 6000 town cds.(for the 4000 plus post offices in Switzerland)
appeared later in 1964, they all featured the direction number preceding the town name
in the outer rim's top half, Figures 1-4.

The division of the country into nine numbered regions necessitated cutting across
political divisions and across long established regional preferences, as well as earlier
postal "allegiances", because the new system is based on distribution schedules and not
on political divisions . Thus some cantons, such as Berne, may have towns with postal

direction numbers of five different initial digits (1711 Sangernboden, (BE), 2500 (BE) Biel,
3652 Hilterfingen (BE), 4222 Zwingen (BE), 6082 Brunig (BE), and no political sub-division

could be gathered from the new type of cds., nor could the belonging to a postal district_
(the eleven districts remained) be gleaned ; and that almost immediately brought about
considerable confusion which had to be eliminated, bringing about the recutting as was

mentioned earlier.

The first type of directional town cds . featured, at the top, the postal direction
number and the town name . Within the the semicircle at the top is uniformly found a
plain Swiss cross . The open date bridge, for all offices shows, in Arabic numerals
exclusively, the day, month, and year, in this order, and for all butthe tiniest offices
the the hour of day as well . In the lower semicircle appears the lower case letter
identifying the office's canceller; a), b), o), etc . up to double letters such as ii or
0o and rr for very large offices (Zurich 1, Berne I t etc .) . This initially was to be the

only content of the lower semicircle; but after it was noted that the absence of the pest

district number complicated matters, all except very large district offices' cds
. were

issued with an Arabic number preceding the lower case letter. TOBECONTINUED NEXT MONTH
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THECURRENT CIRCULAR DATE STRIKES WITH DIRECTION NUMBER : continued The division of the
country into nine numbered regions necessitated cutting across political divisions and
across long established regional preferences as well as earlier postal "allegiances" as
the new system is based on distribution schedules and not on political divisions . Thus
some cantons, such as Berne, may have towns with postal direction numbers of five different
initial digits, (1711 SANGERBODEN (BE), 2500 BIEL (BE), 3652 HILTERFINGEN (BE), 4222 ZWINGEN
(BE), 6082 BRÜNIG (BE)), and no political sub-division could be gathered from the new type
of cds. Nor could the belonging to a postal district (eleven remaining districts) be
gleaned, and that almost immediately brought about considerable confusion which had to be
eliminated ; bringing about the recutting as mentioned earlier.

The first type of directional town cds . featured, at the top, the postal direction number
and the town name . Within the semicircle at the top is uniformly found a plain Swiss cross.
The open date bridge, for all offices shown, in Arabic numerals exclusively, the day, the
month, and year, in this order, and for all but the tiniest offices the hour of the as well
In the lower semicircle appears the lower case letter identifying the office's canceller:
a), b), c), etc . up to double letters such as ii, oo, and/or rr for very large offices
(Zürich 1, Berne 1, etc.). This initially was to be the only content of the lower semicircle:
but after it was noted that the absence of the postal number complicated matters, all
except the very largest district offices' cds . were issued with an Arabic number before
the lower case letter, and this Arabic number, 1-11, designates the office's belonging to
one of the eleven postal districts . Thus 10d would mean that the cds . is the fourth
canceller of a post office in District 10 (Grisons), etc ., but the direction number may
begin with a 7, or whatever . figures 5-8 show a series of this second type new cds.

The rest of the canceller's lower half contains either one, two, or three stars, or some
additional identification, such as the name of a city's branch office, or the section in
a very large office such as ; parcels, money orders, dispatch, arrival, etc . Some of these
types are shown in figures 9-12 .



THE CURRENT CIRCULAR DATE STRIKES WITH DIRECTION NUMBER : Continued frompage 1	The new directional cds . were introduced over a period of years, the last towns not getting
theirs until 1967 (and the Swiss postal museum still using the old type in 1968) . Only the
first few hundreds issued had to be recut to include the postal district number, and these
recuts took place again over a period of about two or three years ; but most cds . from the
smaller offices featuring only a letter in the lower semicircle are scares and hard to find.Conversely, very large offices, to this day, feature only the letter in the lower semicircle

Since the Swiss postal direction could not handle the issuing of thousands of new cancels
over a short period of time, a German firm was commissioned with cutting the bulk of these
new types, and as a result, a few rare cutting errors occurred . The earliest one was for a
suburb of Berne, OSTERMUNDIGEN, where a misspelled canceller "OSTERMUNDINGEN" was in use
for a few hours, Fig . 13, in 1964, before it was hastily withdrawn . A wrongly spelled
canceller that stayed in use for almost a year-and-a-half was that one for a very small-Pa O
Le Chateau-de-Sainte Croix. Erroneously abbreviated, "Le Chateau-de St. Croix, (Croix isnot
masculine but feminine in French), it remained in use from mid 1965 to the end of Sept ., 1966
when the proper "Ste ." abbreviation was introduced, Figures 14-15.

Smaller errors also occurred . One coming to mind was the first version of the 7181, Sta.
Maria-Hospiz canceller, with a hyphen . The hyphen being incorrect, it was issued in a 2nd
version, without hyphen a year later, 1967, and it is now discontinued altogether.

In a few isolated instances, P .O .s originally assigned a certain directional number were
changed to another number after a while, when such an office might have been joined to
another mail delivery route, or the like . The example shown is that of Jenisberg in the
Grisons . initially given the number 7275 in 1966, it belonged to the Davos region, 7260-70
but was reassigned in 1968 the direction number 7499, denoting the next district number,
Upper Albula Valley.

Regarding direction numbers in general, two things should be known to a collector of such
items . First, it may happen that a whole group of small towns in a certain district is
given the same direction number . None may have enough business by itself, and it all may
lie in the same valley, served by the same postal route, etc . Thus, for instance, all the
towns in the Loestschental in the Canton of Valais : Fafleralp, Blatten, Ferden, Wiler,
Kippel, and Goppenstein have the same number 3903, and the example could be repeated many
times . Such series of small towns, as a rule, have direction numbers ending in 1 or 9 ; but
exceptions do exists . Some of Switzerland ' s large cities utilize one basic number for all,
or most of their branch P . O.s . Thus one may find a 4000 Basel 1, a 4000 Basel 12, and a
4000 Basel 28, while in Zurich one may find 8000 Zurich 1, 8022 Zurich 22, 8042 Zurich 42,
etc . The branch office's number need not correspond to the last two digits of thedirection
number, depending on the branch's having its own letter carrier service, or not.

As a sad, final note, let it be said that the legibility of the greatest part of these new
cds . with direction number, is of much lesser average and quality . than the one of the
preceding series . The letters and rims of the new type are very thin, and unless a very
black ink pad is used, the resulting strikes, especially on engraved stamps, are more
often than not partly illegible . THUS, good hunting, and may all your examples be of
superior quality.

NEXT MONTH : AUTOMOBILE POST OFFICE CANCELLATIONS AND MARKINGS, PART 1.

NOTE : The first part of this article was repeated from last month in order to give
more continuity to the conclusion of this article .
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